A complete and detailed comparison of the impact of military reform in Muscovy and the states of the West is far beyond the scope of this discussion. Our aim here will be to provide a schematic overview of the chief consequences of the reform. Pursuant to this goal, the first section below sketches an ideal-typical Western model of the general consequences of the military reforms and argues that the military revolution had four chief results: constitutional conflict, the dislocation and creation of new classes, the regimentation of the army and society, and the rise of "technicality" in the culture of rule. These changes were not solely the result of military reform and neither were they the only alterations caused by the introduction of the new-style forces. The claim made here is less forceful: the reforms contributed to the mutations specified and that these mutations were among the most general and important. The second section offers a comparison of the Western model to the Muscovite case. The main argument here is that while the military reform brought little change to Muscovy's political system, its class composition, social divisions, and culture (at least among the service classes) were transformed by the coming of the new army.
The Military Revolution and its Consequences in the West
The introduction of new-style forces in the major kingdoms of the early modern West had four major consequences. Let us begin with constitutional conflict. The political impact of the military revolution in Western Europe manifested itself in terms of heightened tension between reforming central authorities and the two classes that bore the brunt of the military innovations, the nobility and urban commoners. The root of the problem was fiscal. In medieval European government, military outlays were minimal because the crown was not solely responsible for raising heavy cavalry armies: knights were obliged to come to the field ready for battle and generally served without monetary remuneration. In contrast, Renaissance courts assumed a much more active role in raising expansive new-model forces and thereby increased their financial burden. 4 However resourceful the military reformers might be -debasing currency, selling offices, farming out monopolies -they would sometimes be forced to petition their peers and subjects for funds or the rights to raise them. 5 And where this happened, conflict frequently resulted. 6 The existence of representative institutions -parliaments, cortes, Landtagen, éstates généreaux -facilitated the maturation of fiscal discord into constitutional crises. 7 Though similarities among these bodies should not be overstated, it seems obvious that whatever their particular roles, they all served as fora for the articulation of political conflict on a very high level. Certainly national politics could be carried on outside representative bodies, for example in urban and peasant revolts, but the high assemblies were in a sense regular conduits for national affairs. They amplified issues that would have been diffused if they had remained in the localities. 4 On the old order and the fiscal impact of the new forces, see the arguments and literature reviewed in Downing, The Military Revolution, 74.
5 Roberts, "The Military Revolution," 207. 6 Ibid. Downing, The Military Revolution, explores this in great detail. A second result of the military revolution in the West was class displacement and creation. 8 The superiority of infantry after the introduction of pikes and shoulder-arms diminished the relative importance of heavy cavalry. Since cavalry was the traditional mode of aristocratic combat, this led to a decline in the military significance of the traditional feudal nobility. As a consequence, the basic justification for the privileges enjoyed by the titled elite -i.e., martial service to the king -was called into question.
The nobility had to seek other means for maintaining its privileges. Many nobles entered royal offices; others became officers in the new-model forces; some simply removed themselves from service. 9 As the military reform transformed the old cavalry nobility, it created two new classes of state servitors -professional soldiers and administrators. The former appeared first in the form of mercenary units and (a bit later) conscripts. In either case the ranks were filled by men of plebeian origins, while the officer corp was increasingly occupied by aristocrats. 10 The latter became more numerous and specialized as the court evolved into a central bureaucracy. Since education (and especially literacy) was a requirement for court administrative service, those who worked in offices tended to be recruited from the lower nobility, townsmen, and the clergy. 11
Let us turn now to regimentation. The medieval society of estates was transfigured by the introduction of the new forces. On the one hand, the line between "those who fought" and everyone else was blurred by increases in the size of armies. In place of this dichotomous system, new forms of hierarchical order based on a mix of heredity and merit were forged. In the first fifty years of the seventeenth century the concept of "rank" was introduced into European armies. The tiny cavalry horde -an assembly of high-born peers -neither needed nor could bear a strict chain of command. In the new armies such structures were a necessity if any sort of order was to be achieved. What is perhaps more significant is the way in which modern military style -strict regulation of functions and levels of command -was transferred into the arena of civil government. European societies, crowded with the irregularities that came of a millennium without strong central authority, came to be seen as messy and unresponsive by rulers. All right angles and order, the new-model forces presented themselves as a solution to the problem of social irregularity. 12 Almost everywhere we see increased social regulation. In the most extreme cases (the German states and Sweden), vast systems of military and civil ranks were outlined in turgid legal compendia -the products of a fetishistic love of order and an unrealistic faith in rationality. 13 Finally, the introduction of gunpowder forces changed the culture of military service. 14 Under the old style military, combat was the exclusive province of lords, duty was occasional, and mores were governed by chivalry. Little was required in the way of technical training for those who served. Logistics were comparatively uncomplicated: equipping and mustering the tiny forces at, say, Agincourt must have been a relatively simple affair. War did not require the crown to make great demands on the country. Indeed contact between state and society related to war was infrequent: few war-taxes were collected, few conscripts were mustered. Every indication is that the nobility was content to leave society to its own devices, and indeed insisted as a point of honor that contact be held to a minimum. With the introduction of masses of shoulder-armed foot soldiers, the cultures of service, supply, and extraction were altered. Forces were in part democratized, service became continual, and was regulated by written codes. Chivalry became an elegiac fact, as in Shakespeare, or an object of parody, as in Cervantes. Written systems of ranks were introduced and eventually spread to society. The "three orders" were replaced by a plurality of places, ranks, and statuses -all arranged neatly in codes, statutes, and Ordnungen. Logistics were transformed. Organizational skills were expanded and refined in the emergent military bureaucracies of the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries. The new army required extensive written planning, communication, and record-keeping simply to get it in the field and prevent it from mutinying for lack of pay.
Finally, the state increasingly entered the daily lives of citizens as tax collector and policeman -both of whom were armed not only with force but with written instruments to record obligations and regulate behavior. All these cultural changes might be summarized as an increase in "technicality." Complicated weaponry and tactics transformed soldiering; new, rationalized administrative structures re-worked systems of stratification; and regulation and penetration changed the feel of state-society relations.
The Impact of the Military Revolution in Muscovy
The military revolution came to Muscovy in roughly three halting stages. Prior to the mid-sixteenth century the Muscovite 16 Throughout this essay "court" or "elite" (rather than the problematic "nobility" or "aristocracy") will denote the Muscovite courtiers who ruled the empire, the so-called "councilor ranks" (dumnye chiny). of recalcitrance on the part of the mass of tax-paying people (tiaglye liudi) and serfs (krest'iane). All rose in revolt against government policies that included taxation to support the new army. These broad similarities aside, the court faced far less political resistance to the new forces than did Western governments. The reason, which has been widely misunderstood, has to do with a subtle combination of strength on the part of the Moscow elite and consensus between the elite and its servitors. As is often pointed out, the tsar dealt with his minions from a position of relative strength. Both the gentry and townsmen were dependent on the crown. The elite had successfully monopolized cultural capital and economic resources among the service classes. The sons of the provincial gentry had no choice but to seek careers in service: the law mandated it and, in marked contrast to the West, there were no other status-ascriptive contexts in which they could seek social approbation. Moreover, the court granted estates, prebends, and salaries only in exchange for service. And even after conditional service estates (pomest'ia) had become heritable in the seventeenth century, significant economic resources could not be collected by gentry families because of the custom of partible inheritance. 29 The situation of townsmen was similar. Small and relatively poor, the Muscovite merchantry was bound in a caste system of the government's creation in towns controlled by government officials. And, like all other groups, the traders existed in large measure to serve the court. 30 They did so either by paying taxes (in the case of small artisans and traders) or by collecting government duties and managing court enterprises (in the case of wealthy merchants).
Be this as it may, the argument to autocracy and class dependence is one-sided. It assumes that conflict between the court and its servitors is somehow natural and should be widespread. Autocracy is taken as evidence of the state's victory over society. But there is some indication that over the entire period of the reform there existed a broad and stable consensus between the elite and its service classes. 31 Comparison with the Western case is instructive in this regard. Western nobilities often were torn apart by confessional strife. The Muscovite boyars successfully resisted any incursion of confessional reform, and even granting that 26 Hellie, Enserfment, 136-9, 225, and 247. 27 Ibid., 224, on petitions and absenteeism. religious division appeared (in the form of Old Belief), the Old Russian governing classes were never divided by issues of faith.
Thus Muscovy experienced no French Religious Wars. Further, in the West the crown and estates were often split on issues bound up with the funding and use of the new-model forces. While it is true that both the Old Russian gentry and townsmen expressed dissatisfaction with certain aspects of the reform in the seventeenth century, there was little systematic resistance to government policy from the provinces. Thus Muscovy suffered no English Civil War or Fronde. It is sometimes argued that the potential for religious and political resistance existed, but that it could not develop because Muscovy was without intermediary bodies, these having been suppressed by the "despotic" state. 32 But in fact Muscovy had several of the mechanisms that proved conducive to the expression of institutionalized conflict in the West, i.e., local corporations 33 , national estates 34 , and a tradition of customary limitations on sovereign action. 35 It is true that none were as well elaborated as in the West, but this may be because the stimulus that led to their enhanced development in Western kingdoms -resistance to the crown -was not very powerful in Muscovy. It is interesting to note that when serious division did appear within the Muscovite governing classes as a result of the dynastic crises of the Time of Trouble, precisely these institutions, and particularly the Assembly of the Land (zemskii sobor), were invigorated. But some decades after the Troubles had ended and consensus had re-emerged, they became unnecessary for the purposes of rule and disappeared.
Let us now turn to class displacement and creation. As in the West, the introduction of new-formation military units made the old-style cavalry obsolete, though somewhat later (in the mid-seventeenth century). The proportion of archer/horse in the Muscovite army declined steadily over the course of the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries as the old cavalry was replaced by Western-style forces. As in the West, this brought significant changes to the lives of the provincial servitors -the Muscovite cavalrymen lost their traditional military role. 36 But the Muscovite gentry did not -or was not allowed to -abandon state service completely. This is true for reasons already discussed. The average cavalryman needed government service to maintain his class privileges and was in any case probably too poor to do without subsidies from the crown. 37 Given this dependence, the court needed only to threaten the gentry with a reduction of status and wealth to press it into new-formation military service. 37 Throughout the seventeenth century the gentry petitioned the government for all three: cash entitlements (oklady), service estates (pomest'ia), and elimination of limitations on the recovery of fugitive serfs. On these petitions, see Hellie, Enserfment, 130, 131, 133, 136, and 239-40.
38 Hellie demonstrates that the government bullied the cavalry into the new units. He also provides data which show movement into the new army: "By 1672, 50.3 percent (19,003) of the dvoriane and deti boiarskie in seventy-seven southern towns were in new formation regiments, The reformed cavalrymen were joined by two new classes of servitors -paid soldiers and administrators. Unlike in the West, however, both groups were created very rapidly and almost ex nihilo by state fiat. Prior to the Livonian war, the Muscovite court had never commanded large infantry formations or a sizable staff of administrators. 39 The elite was thus compelled to raise a European-style army and to create an administrative class to see to its upkeep. Beginning in the second half of the sixteenth century the court began to levy a considerable number of musketeers, primarily from among the urban population 40 ; in the 1630s the elite began to draft new-model soldiers and hire foreigners to train them. 41 Over the same period, approximately 1550-1630, we see an appreciable increase in the number of chancelleries (prikazy) and the number of secretaries (d'iaki and pod'iachie) working in them. 42 The third consequence of military reform noted above was social regimentation and stratification. Early modern Russia offers an extreme case of rapid, thorough-going social division. Muscovy moved from a relatively simple society marked by slight internal division in the fourteenth century to one with many functional groups and hierarchical boundaries in the seventeenth. 43 In every sector of society -the court (gosudarev dvor and moskovskii spisok), church (patriarshii dvor), government administration (prikazy and prikaznye izby), provincial gentry (sluzhilye liudi po otechestvu serving on the gorodovoi spisok), lower service classes (sluzhilye liudi po priboru), merchants (gosti), townsmen (posadskie liudi), and peasants -the court imposed classificatory systems that designated the type of service to be performed by members of the groups in question. In theory, everyone served and everyone had a role. The Consiliar Lawcode (Sobornoe Ulozhenie) of 1649 describes all this in painstaking detail. 44 The basic difference between Muscovite and Western stratification lies precisely in the role played by the court. Under the relatively lax control of medieval governments, Western societies developed considerable regional, functional, and hierarchical boundaries. The importance of economic developments in this process -especially the growth of national and international commerce -has long been emphasized. When Western kings embarked on programs of military reform, they added new forms of complexity to the mix and often faced resistance from pre-existing groups. In Muscovy there was little of this "spontaneous" social development: early Muscovite society, overwhelmingly rural and largely isolated from the commercial and cultural influence of parts western, was very simple. 45 As is often noted, the lack of organized social interests in society afforded the Muscovite elite significant though hardly unlimited political authority. It is less often mentioned that the relative weakness of social groups also reduced the power of the Muscovite court. Western monarchs were able to use already organized estates, towns, and corporations as vehicles for the mobilization of support and resources. Muscovite society contained few such groups. As a consequence the Muscovite elite had to create organized groups in society to respond to its needs. Important for us is the fact that these needs were often military, so that it is only a slight exaggeration to say that the history of Muscovite stratification is the history of the government's attempts to raise competitive armies and to mobilize resources in society to support them. This end is clearly reflected in the most basic Muscovite social divisions. On the highest level, the Russian populace was divided according to the kind of resources various groups controlled and the kind of state-service they were to render. Finally, let us review the broader cultural effects of the military reforms in Muscovy. The military revolution in the West was accompanied by a movement toward technicality in the culture of state activity. The same was true in Muscovy. The new-model units used relatively complicated arms (increasingly of Russian manufacture 50 ) and tactics, and they were drilled according to written procedures 51 ; administrative and logistical activity grew more complex and became thoroughly literate 52 ; service obligations within the army and outside it were recorded and regulated as never before. 53 However the introduction of technicality had a much more profound impact on Muscovite culture than it did in the West. Prior to the coming of the new armies, the court itself was a rather unsophisticated operation, a fact reflected in the relative poverty and simplicity of government paper. 54 Among the documents issued by the elite and its minions we find legal cases (pravye gramoty), tax-assessment edicts (kormlenye and zhalovannye gramoty), local government charters (ustavnye, gubnye, and zemskie gramoty), land registers (pistsovye knigi), 45 The partial exceptions of Novgorod and Pskov -neither of which were Muscovite prior to the later fifteenth century -must be noted. Significantly, both cities had close ties to the lively Baltic trade. The simplicity of Muscovite society has been described in many places, most notably in D. H. Kaiser, The Growth of the Law in Medieval Russia (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1980), which uses law as an index of social complexity and finds Muscovy to be comparatively simple. 54 Reviews of the history Muscovite government documentation are available in Vodov, "Zarozhdenie kantseliarii Moskovskikh kniazei" and Poe, "Elite Service Registry in Muscovy." diplomatic paper (stateinye spiski), and books of elite geneology and res gestae (rodoslovnye and razriadnye knigi). 55 Of personnel lists, muster records, and pay-registers we encounter almost nothing. 56 There were few scribes. The grand prince's scriptorium was tiny and undifferentiated. 57 Neither the clergy nor merchantry could provide large pools of literate administrators. 58 All this points to the fact that the Muscovite court was relatively unprepared for the technical burden brought by the incorporation of the new armies. Despite this difficulty, the Muscovite elite succeeded in creating a subtle, powerful, and above all, literate administrative system very rapidly. By 1650, the extent of government documentary production had grown tremendously. 59 Documentary registers (zapisnye knigi) recorded incoming and outgoing paper throughout the institutions of the central and local administration. 60 Service registers of various sorts traced the movement, disposition, and rank of tens of thousands of servitors throughout the far-flung empire. 61 Land registers (pistsovye and perepisnye knigi) were used to record ownership, resolve legal disputes, and, of course, collect taxes. 62 As a consequence of extensive record keeping, the administrative arm of the state developed: the number of scribes grew 63 ; the scriptorium, heretofore organized in only the most rudimentary fashion, was divided into chancelleries 64 ; political officials increasingly gained expertise as administrators. 65 And the coming of administrative complexity to Muscovy had a significant impact on Old Russian culture, particularly among the Moscow elite. Documentation furthered social stratification by allowing the state to formulate and promulgate elaborate classificatory schemes, as we see in the massive Ulozhenie of 1649. Further, documentation changed the character of personal identity. After the arrival of administrative paper, the state could "fix" social position with written instruments. Finally, the habit of reading and writing was introduced to the elite, opening the wider world of literary art for the first time.
In contrast to the Western case in which the military reforms brought political conflict, in Muscovy they spurred instead significant changes in what we might broadly term "the socio-cultural sphere." In order to support the new forces, the state was compelled to substantively alter the shape of society: new classes had to be created, new systems of social classification forged, and the techniques of literate organization introduced. This crucial point has been systematically missed in the comparative literature on constitutional and military development, with significant consequences.
For reasons that go beyond the scope of this essay, comparative analyses of European constitutional development have long focused on the "peculiarity" of Russian political culture. In such treatments Muscovy plays a specific role as the "despotic" counter-instance to the "limited" regimes in the West. Western monarchs were checked by corporations and their subjects' rights were protected by law. In contrast, the tsar, we are told, virtually owned the realm and his subjects were slaves. 66 According to this argument the result of autocracy and servility was constitutional immutability, a trope familiar from the older literature of "Asiatic despotism." When this understanding of Muscovite society is applied to the comparative study of the military reforms in In any event, the concentration on politics directs attention away from an important aspect of the Muscovite experience with military reform. The Muscovite case implies not so much that a "despotic" state can impose itself on society, but that the level of socio-cultural complexity was an important independent variable in the process of early modern military reform. It is easy to see how this factor operated in Muscovy. Under increasing military pressure, the Muscovite elite set about importing Western military technologies. To support the new forces (as well as older, expanded ones), the boyars had to build a machinery of state far larger and more complicated than anything they had ever experienced or desired. Yet, unlike their Western competitors, they had few resources with which to accomplish this goal. The forest society that they ruled was profoundly primitive: it offered an antiquated cavalry and tiny group of scribes with which the elite had to construct a new-model army and administration; it possessed few organized social interests on which the center could call for aid; and it contained almost no members with the skills necessary to manage a large, gunpowder army. Beginning in the mid-sixteenth century, the court began to cultivate resources in each of these areas -military-administrative, social, and technical. The process was painstaking and results dramatic. First, the autocratic state was born, if not autocratic political culture. What had in 1450 been a tiny collection of warriors managing a protection operation in the forests and on the trade routes of northeastern Rus' became by 1650 a large administrative system ruling a huge empire.
Second, the military reforms introduced the germs of modern social complexity into the context of traditional Muscovite society.
In 1450, Muscovy comprised three classes, two of which were completely uncoordinated: a small elite (including clerics), a tiny merchantry, and a huge peasantry. By 1650, the elite included an administrative class and commanded a class of professional soldiers. The townsmen and peasants had been organized for state-service. And finally, Old Russian culture -illiterate, isolated, and tradition-bound -began to move into a new era. Literacy in particular changed cultural patterns, tastes, and (more speculatively) habits of the mind. In short, in the course of a century under the impact of the military reforms, Muscovite state and society ceased to be medieval and set on the road to modernity.
